
 
JAN KRUSE 

COLLECTIONS 







CRYPTO LIGHT






SOUL SEEKING CYBER DANCE NITRO BOOST



 

5-HTP L-TRYPTOPHANE GUARANÁ



 

The Collection present, entitled as “Crypto Light” contains the square visual elements of Jan Kruse.  
This visuals, due to it’s geometry and concise closure: the Square, reflect the aspects similar to Yantras: wisdom 
contained in squares to keep chaos in order and order in chaos. The interpretation can be infinite and requires 
individual perception and accommodation of ideas and shapes which were not within our “ever seen” portfolio.  

The Magic is held from the Experience. 

This Collection is to be presented in unique NFTs, with non-commercial licence (unless the artist desires so) on the 
platform OpenSea, with display and Virtual Exhibition at VisionaryArt.io. 

CRYPTO LIGHT









TRAVEL IN VISIONS

DISCO FEVER 
3 minutes Animation

OCEAN OF COLOR 
1 minute Animation

STRANGE JOURNEY 
2 minutes Animation






The Collection entitle “Travel in Visions” is a three animation art collection that explores the most enigmatic traveling 
a Human can do:  

Within. 

By traveling to one-self image and perception, the hypnosis causes by the bundle and shape of the objects within the 
artwork space, mixed with sensitive to the eye colours, allows the seeker to be reminded of the importance of focus. 
The attention required to go through 1-minute video (“Ocean of Colour”) is an experience of pure discipline. From 

there, the seeker (also ‘Collector’) gains the advantage of being able to experience more difficult levels of self-
hypnosis.  

Jan Kruse is a Guide to Self-Hypnosis, designing experiences to help follow-through and break mind chains - 
indifferent of what is to be unlocked, what is chained, what is to be developed. 

Humanity is a progressive state and does not follow the rules of stagnation. We are here to show a path and give an 
Experience. 




TRAVEL IN VISIONS

SUNBURN 



DANCE









SOUL BLOOM SUNBURN RED VELVET REDEMPTION 



MIX OF SOUNDS COSMIC BUDDHA OCEAN TRIP A BUG’S DOUBT 



The Collection, here entitled “DANCE”, or “DANCE THERAPY”, is made of colour and shape frequencies on a vertical 

level, showing the dynamic of sound waves, colour movement and inner & outer expansion. 

The self needs an invitation to see what’s beyond the obvious format of the eyes. In this Collection, Jan Kruse explores 

the possibilities of the propagation of visions, using colours which require a strong perception, a strong personality. 

The viewer must become part of each artwork in order to find what he seeks. We could also called them “magical 

landscapes”, for they show the pure reality of nature (geometry), using digital RGB colour and creating a sense to an 

figuratively imagined landscape.  

This Collection will appear as a medicine, a guided meditation which comes after the master/meditation guide/Tao 

states “now, imagine a place you could be alone, at peace”. And the seeker finds this place: it’s peaceful, yet 

overwhelming; and after a while it becomes hard to be in, because of it’s strong colours and perfect shapes: Human is 

not as perfect as sacred geometry. The chaos torments, but the geometry of the landscape keeps the seeker safe (after 

all, it is an imagined, desired, place to be). This guided meditation brings new perceptions to magic, generates a safe 

place to travel to, while allowing (at the same time) the possibility to be surrounded by strong identities (we can call 

them gods) that reflect the depths of the seeker’ soul - traumas, doubts, rediscovery.  

DANCE



 

COSMIC WATCH



 

WONDERLAND URBAN LOVE URBAN FLOREST 



 

OUTER INNER 



“COSMIC WATCH”, or the cyber cities, are formation that, due to it’s perception which is not front-to-front, but yet 

inclined, are representations of the inner self as seen by the outer self: the analyst. 

We all have a mirror, a conscience able to see from the outside to the inside. Sometimes it comes in the shape of 

people in our lives, or as events and objects, sometimes it comes from each owns personal fight, allowing a clear 

“outsider’s view” of what’s within. Cosmic Watch represents the figure of Alice’s Rabbit: timer, watcher, guide. 

We chose it as the Fourth Collection by its order of commitment: a tour, a trip. 

The First Collection is the discipline of meditation, Hypnosis, self-commitment. 

The Second Collection brings visual animation, it makes the path easier and yet more complex to comprehend. 

The Third Collection explores the outer world, the perceptions of landscapes, safe places, community and dance 

(movement, dynamic, to avoid stagnation). 

The Fourth Collection is about the after effects of self and outer-discovery. The moment where the self is able to unveil 

what was ever there: the purpose, self-lies, sabotage, inflicted pain, personal essence, what’s really beyond the mask. 

The Fifth Collection arises:  

COSMIC WATCH



JAN KRUSE



 

SACRAL CHAKRA THROAT CHAKRA SOLAR PLEXUS 
CHAKRA 



 

VISION CHAKRA HEART CHAKRA 



The Collection Jan Kruse is a detailed representation of the Artist’s work. By getting closer to the details which evolve 

to the main artwork (headline of collection), the collector gets a personal vision of the artist, while the artist shows 

itself at his most vulnerable features. 

The titles of each artwork represent the chakras (all titles can be changed by the Artist’s desire) to show how deep they 

intend to be to its creator. 

JAN KRUSE



BIRTH



ROOM OF MIRRORS CREATION AUGMENTATION 



 

EXTREME NIRVANA 



“BIRTH” is meant to be the last Collection of this setup strategy. It represents phases of both Human and Digital 

creation. It resembles the birth, the destruction, the development and the possibilities of ones psyche.

BIRTH


